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After many years of agronomic studying Vibrasoil was developed. The main purpose of 
Vibrasoil is to help drainage drainage during wet weather and help water rise up during 
periods of drought. During dry weather this machine assures good water supplies as soil 
is broken up but remaining in original structure. By breaking up the soil in working depth 
it ensures that the ground remains porous and airy. As fertile soil remains on the surface 
it can easily be reached by roots of plants in their early growing stage. This machine   
vibrates by an eccentric rotary device powered by tractor PTO. The HP required is not 
much considering the depth. This machine is very useful and provides the opportunity to 
reduce amount of water for irrigation together with fuel and time saving. 







CHIEF FEATURES 
This machine has been carefully developed only after 
many years of agronomic studying. It was especially    
designed for drainage. In very dry weather it assure 
good water supplies. It vibrates sideways and is able to 
chop up all heavy and stony soil. The horse power 
needed is not very much considering the depth that the 
machine goes down. It has an eccentric rotary device that gives to tines an         

helicoidal advancement to allow an easier 
penetration into the soil. The soil is broken up 
but it keeps the original structure. The fertile 
soil remains on the surface so that it can be 
easily reached by the roots of plants in their 
early growing stage. This machine vibrates in 
a way that it breaks up the soil in depth in    
order to ensure that the ground remains     
porous and airy. 
This subsequently helps    water to rise up 
during periods of drought. Its work is com-
pletely different and more specialized of that 
done by any ordinary deep cultivators. 
It is a very useful piece of equipment that 
gives you the opportunity to reduce the 
amount of water used for irrigation together 
with fuel and time saving. 

SUPERFICIE ORARIA DI LAVORO con
WORKING SURFACE PER HOUR with mod.
SURFACE HORAIRE TRAVAILLEE avec VT/TA3
FLÄCHENLEISTUNG PRO STUNDE mit
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Ettari per 8/h
Hectares per 8/h
Hectares pour 8/h

ha-Leistung in 8 Stunden

Ettari per 1/h
Hectares per 1/h

Hectares pour 1/h
Arbeitsleistung ha/h

Avanzamento km/h
Advancement km/h
Avancement km/h

Geschw indigkeit km/h

cm
 12

5 

HP Type Tines Kg 

120-200 
150-300 
200-450 

VTb/T2 
VTb/T3 
VTb/T4 

2 
3 
4 

2150 
2360 
2535 
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